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Abstract 
Region of East Prussia is investigated very low in Lithuania and in Poland. The aim of this investi-
gation is to make complex analysis and to compare folk home textile of East Prussia weaved in 
territories of Lithuania and Poland presenting technological recommendations for reconstruc-
tions manufacturing. In this work there were investigated 56 folk home textile pieces (27 bed-
spreads and 29 tablecloths) from 5 Lithuanian museums and 2 Polish museums. Number of pieces, 
patterns, weaves, colours, number of heald shafts etc. and their chronological tendencies were es-
tablished during investigation. According to the separated samples of home textile from East 
Prussia region, the reconstructions of home textile fabrics were designed and weaved: 24 units 
(123.77 m), 12 units of them—with industrial weaving loom, 12 units—with hand weaving loom. 
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1. Introduction 
In Lithuania both ethnologists and technologists have analysed folk fabrics. Ethnologists have investigated the 
patterns of traditional textile as a cultural element, which characterise various sociocultural symbolic points tied 
to national consciousness, lifestyle and traditions. Textile technologists have investigated the laws of ornamen-
tation structure, as well as created software programs for pattern analysis, preservation and development.  
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Pick-up, and overshot folk fabrics were studied by Lithuanian technologists Kazlauskienė, Neverauskienė and 
Milašius [1]. Referring to the method suggested by Woods and developed by Hann, they also presented their 
own system of classification, which was applied to woven ornaments and based on various groups of symmetry 
and operations with matrices. Katunskis, Milašius and Taylor [2] also designed software to create a basis for a 
database, which was adjusted to analyse folk fabric ornaments, presenting the ornament structure and methods 
of its creation. Milašius, Neverauskienė, Katunskis, Kazlauskienė [3] presented an adaptation of Woods-Hann 
classification and system of ornament creation for patterned woven fabrics. They established that 12 out of 17 
possible symmetry groups were used in Lithuanian woven fabrics. Zdanavičiūtė, Milašius, Katunskis [4] created 
software to preserve and analyse pick-up sashes and overshot fabric ornaments, which enabled to analyze pecu-
liarities of ornament symmetry as well as to look for a relationship between the culture’s mentality and tech-
nologies. 

In 1961 Balčikonis wrote that it is expedient to group patterns of fabrics according to weave because they de-
cide the character of the pattern. We generally reviewed the main weaves (plain, twill, sateen, damask, overshot, 
pick-up, overlaid) used in Lithuanian folk textile, picked out characteristic weaves for some goods and discussed 
methods of pattern composition [5].  

Many of Lithuanian ethnologists analysed weaving techniques, patterns, and colours of interior fabrics, raw 
material used for them. Beated-up, overshot, pick-up and overlaid weaving techniques were mostly used in bed-
spreads of Lithuania. Damask technique was more spread for tablecloths. Plain weave bedspreads of the begin-
ning of the 19th century were most often checked with contrast colours. Combinations of 3 and 4 colours were 
used mostly. Background in beated-up bedspreads was most often black and stripes of bright colours were dis-
tributed in longitudinal direction. Later patterns of bedspreads became more sophisticated; overshot weaving 
technique became more popular. 2, 3, 4 and more colours were used in these fabrics. Small checks, rhombs, 
crossed circles, cats’ foots were the most popular patterns of overshot bedspreads [6]-[9]. Overshot weaving 
technique came to Poland from Germany in the 17th century. At first just craftsmen weaved these fabrics. They 
weaved using loom up to 16 heald shafts. Polish overshot fabrics’ patterns can be distributed into four groups. 
The main motive is in the middle of pattern and rosettes are in the four corners of pattern (the first group). In the 
second group elements of pattern are distributed in chess way. The third group is made from very simple ele-
ments distributed in twill line. And the fourth group consists of other patterns of overshot fabrics [10]. Pick-up 
technique was also used in bedspreads. In these fabrics, stylized floral and geometrical patterns were spread. 
Patterns of flowerpots with stylized flowers were very required [6] [9]. These bedspreads were most often 
weaved in two colours; pattern was made by contrast colours [7] [8].  

Tablecloths the patterns of which were not so various as these of bedspreads also diversified interior of living 
houses. Patterns were most often geometrical: rhomb, checks of different magnitude, segmental circles etc. 
Overshot pattern with blue and red threads was often put in white tablecloth background like horizontal stripes 
[11]. White, flax, patterned tablecloths were popular in Poland. Craftsmen gave patterns of overshot tablecloths’ 
to peasants in the 19th century [10]. Tablecloths were often decorated with red, less often blue industrial treads 
of high quality called “žičkai”. Blue and red “žičkai” were combined in one fabric. Sometimes “žičkai” were 
used for weft in whole fabric [12] [13]. Tables of living house were often covered by tablecloth: for daily use— 
by simple one, for guests—by decorative, patterned one. Tablecloths in the beginning of the 19th century were 
from flax; later cotton threads were used for tablecloths. Patterns were geometrical: rhombs, bigger or smaller 
checks, segmental circles etc. [14].  

Latvian researcher Kikule [15] examined Latvian bedspread distribution according to colours and patterns, 
classifying bedspreads into striped and checked patterns. Beikule, Kukle and Vilumsone [16] studied the use of 
Latvian folk fabrics of contemporary design. The ornaments, patterns, and colours of folk fabrics can be used in 
contemporary fabrics, but the application of national motifs can cause some problems.  

East Prussia was distributed in part of present Poland (Varmia and Mozury district), part of present Russia 
(region of Kaliningrad), and part of present Lithuanian territory (Klaipėda district). Region was between the 
lower reaches of Memel and Wysla rivers. Capital of the province was Kaliningrad. 

Original geographical place and peculiarities of historical development had influence on mode of life of peo-
ple. Peasants of Lithuania Minor run different economic activities. Fishing was the main activity in countrysides 
near water. Bog-men who grow potatoes and animals not only for direct family needs but also for sell lived in 
earths of drainage bogs. Farmers who lived in rich plains made the biggest part of people. They were called 
earthmen. Trade ratios were in the higher level than that in other places of Lithuania in actual period of time. 
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People of this region used not only homemade fabrics but also industrial fabrics in the second part of the 19th 
century. Rich peasants had chambray hangings of bed, a few industrial bedspreads, tablecloths, slipcovers, and 
bed-sheets. Industrial fabrics were widespread in fishers’ mode of life. Peasants also used bedspreads, night 
hangings, tablecloths weaved by countryside weavers-artisans. Crops of flax and hemp in Šilutė district made up 
just 0.006% of whole arable land (however, in North Lithuania, Šiauliai district made up 8% - 9%) according to 
the data of census of Lithuanian agriculture in 1930. Earthmen who lived further from the sea, in the earth in 
which flax could be grown kept weaving traditions for the longest time. But with the time peasants of these dis-
tricts also weaved less and less.  

Therefore, weaves, colours, patterns, decoration of folk home textile are wide described in literature, but there 
is no interdisciplinary knowledge for manufacturing of fabrics reconstructions. Otherwise, region of East Prussia 
is investigated very low in Lithuania and in Poland. So, the main aim of this investigation is to make complex 
analysis and to compare folk home textile of East Prussia weaved in territories of Lithuania and Poland present-
ing technological recommendations for reconstructions manufacturing. 

2. Materials and Methods 
In this work there were investigated 56 folk home textile pieces (27 bedspreads and 29 tablecloths) from 5 
Lithuanian museums (Lithuanian Open Air Museum (LLBM)—6 bedspreads and 8 tablecloths, Lithuanian Art 
Museum (LDM)—1 bedspread and 3 tablecloths, Lithuanian National Museum (LNM)—3 bedspreads and 5 ta-
blecloths, Šilutė Museum (ŠM)—14 bedspreads and 12 tablecloths and Museum of Lithuania Minor History 
(MLIM)—3 bedspreads and 1 tablecloth) and 48 pieces from 2 Polish museums (Central Museum of Textile 
(CMW)—12 bedspreads and 7 tablecloths and Museum of Archaeology and Ethnography (MAE)—13 bed-
spreads and 16 tablecloths). Also data from E. Nenartavičiūtė’s ethnographical material sampled in expedition 
of Šilutė district in 2007 were used for analysis.  

All fabrics were weaved in 19th century—the first half of the 20th century. The most of the analysed fabrics 
were weaved from the beginning of the 19th century to the middle of the 20th century. The biggest part of home 
textile was weaved in the 3 - 4 decades of the 20th century, less—in the end of the 19th century and the 1 - 2 
decades of the 20th century. Even more fabrics were weaved in the beginning of the 20th century and in the 1 - 4 
decades of the 20th century. Fabrics weaved in other periods were obtained much less.  

Organolepthical methods were used for establishing of fabrics raw material and colours because the textile 
exhibits cannot be destroyed in order to establish these parameters using experimental methods. Raw material of 
fabrics was established by touching and viewing. For example, cotton threads usually are made from two sepa-
rate yarns, fibre is quite short and soft; flax yarns are more rigid, fibre is longer than this of cotton; wool yarns 
are more crimped and rough. Colours of threads were established just by viewing at random, because using of 
Pantone colours palette is senseless; fabrics were used long time ago, they are faded and washed many times. 
Because of this reason colours of their threads can change. Other technological parameters of fabrics and threads 
(weave, pattern, warp and weft settings etc.) were established by experimental-analytical methods using needle, 
counting glass and ruler. Warp and weft settings were established by counting glass and needle calculating the 
number of threads in counting glass window. Pattern of fabric was established just watching into weave or col-
ourful threads effect on fabric surface. There are found 5 different patterns in analysed fabrics: motley, fancy, 
plane, striped and knitted. Pattern in motley fabric is made combining fabric weave and colourful threads. In 
fancy fabrics pattern is made by weaves which form some relief on fabric surface. In surface of plane fabric 
there is pattern neither by relief nor by colourful threads. In striped fabrics pattern is made using threads of one 
system of different colours and threads of one colour in another threads’ system. Knitted pattern is common in 
every knitted fabric. Fabric weave was established analysing intersection of each thread until intersection of a 
new thread becomes the same as this of the first thread. Needle and counting glass were used for establishing of 
weave. The obtained weaves were plain, reinforced twill, broken twill, diamond twill, checked twill, satin, mock 
leno, overshot, pick-up, overlaid, jacquard, warp rib, basket, combined, pile, knitted. Plain weave is the simplest 
woven fabric’s weave, where every second thread in both directions is over the thread of the other system and 
another thread is under the thread of the other system. Reinforced twill is twill weave in which more than one 
warp and weft floats are one to each other. In broken twill weave diagonal line changes its direction and make 
“herringbone” pattern. In diamond twill primary weave is changed in both directions in such way that it makes 
the rhomb effect in fabric surface. Satin weave is weave in which separate threads’ floats are distributed in such 
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way that they do not touch each other; the surface of fabric is absolutely plane. Mock leno weave makes some 
pores in surface of fabric and makes some effect of tracery. In overshot weave pattern is made using additional 
pattern weft long floats. In pick-up weave long pattern threads go through the whole fabric surface. However, 
pattern threads floats in overlaid fabrics are distributed just in places where fabric pattern must be created. In 
surface of jacquard weave fabric the sophisticated large-scaled pattern is made by different weaves. Warp rib is 
derived from plain weave. In these fabrics two or more threads are inserted into one shed. Basket weave is simi-
lar to plain weave weaved with thicker threads, because two or more threads in both directions are interlaced in 
the same way. In combined weaves a few weaves or a few methods of weave formation are used. Pile fabrics 
have surface covered by pile. Knitted fabrics can be manufactured by hand and industrial way with industrial 
knitting machines, crochet or knitting pin. Softwares “Audiniai” and “Ornamentika” created in Kaunas Univer-
sity of Technology, Department of Textile Technology, were used for analysis of fabrics’ patterns and weaves. 
The plans of weaves and number of heald shafts also were established using the same softwares.  

3. Results and Discussion 
The first differences were obtained speaking about number of pieces in fabrics. In Lithuanian territory there 
were much more fabrics from two pieces (85%) and just 15%—fabrics from one piece. Small width of loom has 
influence to these results. In Polish territory wide weaving loom, which could weave wider fabrics, starts to 
spread in the 19th century. Therefore, fabrics of 1 and 2 pieces in bedspreads weaved in Polish territory were 
spread in similar amount. The distribution of tablecloths weaved in Lithuanian and Polish territories were simi-
lar, i.e. the tablecloths of 2 pieces were more popular, fabrics of 1 piece were less widespread. One tablecloth 
sewed from many small fabric pieces was obtained in Lithuanian territory.  

5 types of patterns were used for bedspreads of Lithuanian territory. The most widespread were motley and 
fancy patterns. Fewer amounts of plane, knitted and striped patterns fabrics were found. White, thick, patterned 
bedspreads were popular in Lithuanian territory. Only motley pattern was used for bedspreads weaved in Polish 
territory. Fabrics, in the surface of which some pattern made by combination of weave and threads colours are 
seen, were used for motley pattern. Fancy pattern dominated in tablecloths weaved in Lithuanian territory. This 
pattern was used for fabrics the pattern of which is formed by weave but not by colours. Fabrics of plane pattern 
were in the second place, in the third place—motley fabrics. Knitted and checked pattern was obtained in very 
small amount. Motley and fancy fabrics were used for tablecloths weaved in Polish territory. Tablecloths were 
the most often from cotton, checked with blue checks, but white colour dominated. White embroidered table-
cloths were the most often used for holidays.  

Fabrics weaved in the end of the 19th century, the beginning of the 20th century, the 1 - 2 decades of the 20th 
century and 2 - 4 decades of the 20th century were the most variable in the point of view of pattern. In the fab-
rics weaved in these periods there were obtained fabrics weaved in plane, fancy, mothley and checked patterns. 
However, fabrics weaved in fancy pattern dominated in many periods. Just fabrics weaved in the second half of 
the 19th century and the middle of the 20th century were weaved in checked and mothley patterns. Therefore, 
very clear chronological tendencies of pattern change were not found, although not very expressed changes of 
patterns vairety increase could be seen.  

One-colour bedspreads weaved in Lithuania territory dominated. Fabrics of two colours were less popular. 
Fabrics of three and four colours were less common. Also a few bedspreads weaved with six colours were found. 
However, it can be stated that the fabrics weaved in small amount of colours were dominant. Fabrics of one 
colour were not found in bedspreads weaved in Polish territory, and the combinations of two colours were the 
most widespread. Combinations of three, four and six colours were less popular. Also combinations of five col-
ours and seven colours were obtained. Talking about tablecloths, in territories of both countries the fabrics with 
small amount of colours (1 - 2 colours) were spread, just their distribution was different. Fabrics of one colour 
dominated in Lithuanian fabrics, combinations of two colours were less widespread. Therefore, fabrics of two 
colours dominated in territory of Poland, fabrics of one colour were in the second place. The simple combina-
tions of 3, 4 and 5 colours were found in Lithuanian tablecloths.  

Analysing chronological tendencies of change of colours’ number it was established that the most variety of 
colours was for fabrics weaved in the end of the 19th century and the 3 - 4 decades of the 20th century—in these 
fabrics were even five variants of fabrics with different number of colours. Fabrics weaved in the beginning of 
the 20th century and the 1 - 2 decades of the 20th century distinguished by 1, 2 and 3 colours. Other fabrics 
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weaved in earlier and later periods were weaved only in separate variants of numbers of colours, so, it can be 
stated that chronological tendencies of number of colours were not obtained.  

Bigger variety of weaves was used in bedspreads (14 weaves) than in tablecloths (11 weaves). Beds were 
covered with bedspreads weaved from flax, cotton and wool threads with twill, overshot, satin and pick-up 
weaves in Lithuanian territory. The overshot bedspreads weaved with 4 or 8 harnesses were the most common. 
Cotton, less rarely flax threads were used for warp and background weft, wool, flax or cotton threads—for pat-
tern. So, overshot weave of four harnesses was the most common. Mock leno weave was less popular in Lithua-
nian bedspreads, pick-up and jacquard weaves were less widespread. Overlaid, checked twill, reinforced twill, 
diamond twill and satin weaves which were popular in fabrics weaved in Polish territory were not obtained in 
bedspreads weaved in Lithuanian territory. Also there was a few bedspreads weaved in overshot weave of 8 
harnesses in Polish territory. Pick-up weave was in the second place in Polish fabrics. Plain, checked twill, 
overshot of 4 harnesses and mock leno weaves dominated in tablecloths weaved in Lithuanian territory. Knitted, 
jacquard and pile fabrics were less popular. Broken twill, warp rib, basket and combined weaves were less used. 
Overshot of 4 harnesses weave dominated in fabrics weaved in Polish territory and checked twill weave, which 
was popular in Lithuanian fabrics, was not obtained at all. Mock leno and plain weaves were less common. 
Other weaves were not found in fabrics weaved in Polish territory.  

Analysing chronological distribution of fabrics weaves variety of fabrics increased with the later period of 
fabrics weaving. For fabrics weaved in the 1 - 2 decades of the 20th century (8 different weaves) and the 3 - 4 
decades of the 20th century (13 different weaves) the biggest variety of weaves was common. In fabrics weaved 
in other periods the less variety of weaves (1 - 6 different weaves) was used. 

Overshot of 4 harnesses weave was combined with motley pattern in bedspreads weaved in Polish territory. 
Combinations of 2 and 3 colours were obtained. Grey-blue, black-brownish, blue-white and white-green colours 
were conformed in fabrics of two colours. Green-red-white colours were used in fabrics of three colours. How-
ever, distribution of colours and their numbers in fabrics weaved in Lithuanian territory was more variable—the 
combinations of 1, 2, 3 and 4 colours were obtained. Fabric of one colour was weaved from white threads. 
Green-black, white-greyish, white-black colours were conformed in fabrics of two colours. Combinations of 
three colours were white-pink-red, white-black-red. Grey-blue-pink-white colours were conformed in fabric of 
four colours. Overshot of 4 harnesses weave was conformed the most often in motley pattern in bedspreads 
weaved in Lithuanian territory, but it was combined with fancy pattern in some fabrics. A few of these fabrics 
are shown in Figure 1.  

Fancy pattern was common for fabrics weaved with mock leno weave in Lithuanian territory. All of them 
were white, weaved in one colour. These fabrics are shown in Figure 2.  

Such combinations of colours were characteristic for pick-up fabrics of two colours weaved in Polish territory: 
yellow-black, white-black, and white-grey. Motley combinations of two colours were common in bedspreads 
weaved in Lithuanian territory: yellow-black, brown-brick, and white-green. A few of these fabrics are pre-
sented in Figure 3.  

Also a few jacquard fabrics, which were weaved using white threads in fancy pattern, were obtained in 
Lithuanian territory. They are shown in Figure 4. 

Overshot of 8 harnesses, checked twill and plain weaves were used less rarely. Overshot of 8 harnesses weave 
was combined with two colours (white-grey) and motley pattern in fabrics weaved in Polish territory. In Lithua-
nian territory there were white fabrics of one colour and fancy pattern. Fabrics of checked twill weave were 
combined with brown and violet colours, weaved in motley pattern.  

Overshot of 4 harnesses tablecloths conformed in motley and fancy patterns. They were often weaved in 2 
colours, less rarely in 1, 3 or 4 colours. Combination of white-red dominated in fabrics weaved in Polish terri-
tory; less rarely red-black, purple-grey colours were combined. Also there was one white fabric weaved in one 
colour and fancy pattern. In Lithuanian territory there were a few white fabrics of one colour, blue-red-white 
were used in combinations of 3 colours, blue-red-black-white—in combinations of 4 colours. A few of overshot 
of 4 harnesses fabrics are shown in Figure 5. 

Intervals of number of harnesses were chosen according to possibilities of weaving technique in contempo-
rary weaving loom: from 2 to 8 harnesses—loom with calm shedding mechanism can be used; to 24 harnesses – 
loom with dobby can be used; over 24 harnesses—loom with jacquard machine should be used. Fabrics weaved 
with 4 harnesses dominated in bedspreads of Lithuanian territory. Also fabrics weaved with 2 harnesses were 
spread. Fabrics weaved with more than 24 harnesses, with 5 - 8 harnesses and 9 - 24 harnesses were less popular.  
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(a)                                            (b) 

 
(c)                                            (d) 

Figure 1. Bedspreads weaved in overshot of 4 harnesses weave: (a)—LA6705 (LDM), fancy fabric of 
one colour; (b)—EMO2740 (LNM), motley fabric of two colours; (c)—EMO4955 (LNM), motley 
fabric of three colours; (d)—E3606/227 (MLIM), motley fabric of four colours.                             

 

 
(a)                                            (b) 

Figure 2. Bedspreads of mock leno weave: (a)—18078 (MLIM); (b)—LM330 (ŠM).                      
 

 
(a)                                            (b) 

Figure 3. Bedspreads of pick-up weave: (a)—LM478 (ŠM); (b)—LM479 (ŠM).                       
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(a)                                             (b) 

Figure 4. Bedspreads of jacquard weave: (a)—LBM38733 (LLBM); (b)—LBM38734 (LLBM).           
 

 
(a)                                             (b) 

 
(c)                                             (d) 

Figure 5. Tablecloths of overshot of 4 harnesses weave: (a)—LA6721 (LDM), one colour, fancy; (b) 
—LA6712 (LDM), two colours, motley; (c)—LM442 (ŠM), three colours, motley; (d)—EMO1169 
(LNM), four colours, motley.                                                                    

 
However, bedspreads weaved with 4 harnesses dominated in Polish territory. There were mostly overshot, less 
rarely not complicated mock leno fabrics. Fabrics weaved with more than 24 harnesses were less popular. There 
were pick-up and jacquard fabrics. Fabrics weaved with 5 - 8 harnesses and with 3 harnesses were not common. 
Tablecloths weaved with 5 - 8 harnesses dominated in Lithuanian territory. These fabrics were weaved in 
checked twill or satin weaves the weave repeats of which usually were large but for weaving 8 harnesses were 
enough. Fabrics weaved with 4, 2 and more than 24 harnesses were less popular. Fabrics weaved in other num-
ber of harnesses were used rarely. Only tablecloths weaved with 4 harnesses and with 2 harnesses were obtained 
in Polish territory. Therefore, it can be noticed that although weave repeats are large but in many cases lower 
number of harnesses was needed.  

Investigating chronological tendencies of number of harnesses it can be noticed that more complicated 
weaves for which larger number of harnesses (9 - 24 or over 24) was used became more popular in fabrics 
weaved in the 1 - 2 decades of the 20th century and 3 - 4 decades of the 20th century. Fabrics weaved in large 
number of harnesses in other periods were used very rare. So, it can be stated that with the time more compli-
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cated weaves and fabrics, for which larger number of harnesses was used, started to be used.  
Combination of interior and fabrics was made according to the peculiarities of East Prussia dominated in the 

19th century—the beginning of the 20th century. The common colours and fabrics’ textures, which were com-
bined one to each other, were separated. Colours and fabrics were chosen and combined in two ways: tones 
separated just by not bright shades were combined (tablecloths and bedspreads were decorated by patterns of 
bleached and unbleached flax and cotton threads); contrast, intensive colours were chosen (bedspreads were 
weaved in this way combining warm and cold, dark and light, active and passive colours. Expressive contrast 
colours combinations were rhythmically spread out in the fabrics).  

Interior components had their colours, which were chosen according to not only functional purpose of thing, 
but also to its place in the room. Avoiding monotony of plane of greyish interior people covered beds and tables 
with motley fabric, decorated furniture with colourful ornament etc. Properly spread out colours separated and 
joined room space into harmonious whole.  

Reconstructions of bedspreads and tablecloths of East Prussia district were weaved according to the done 
analysis. Some of these reconstructions are shown in Figures 6-9. 

Part of fabrics (57.02 m) was weaved with industrial weaving loom in joint stock “Lincasa” which manufac-
tures flax home textile fabrics, the other part of fabrics (66.75 m) was weaved by hand weaving loom. 

4. Conclusions 
1) 5 types of patterns, from which motley and fancy were the mostly widespread, were used for bedspreads 

weaved in Lithuanian territory. Only motley pattern was characteristic for bedspreads weaved in Polish territory. 
Fancy pattern dominated in tablecloths weaved in Lithuania. Fabrics of plane and motley pattern were less 
popular. Therefore, motley and fancy patterns were common in tablecloths weaved in Polish territory. 
 

 
Figure 6. Tablecloth according to EMO 4955/3.                          
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Figure 7. Bedspread according to LA6712 (LDM).               

 

 
Figure 8. Tablecloth according to LM343, GK194 (ŠM).                  
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Figure 9. Bedspread according to MAE430 (MAE).                                      

 
2) A larger variety of colours of bedspreads (14 colours) than of tablecloths (7 colours) was used. Combina-

tions of one or two colours were used in bedspreads and tablecloths weaved in territories of Lithuania and Po-
land.  

3) A larger variety of weaves (14 weaves) in bedspreads than in tablecloths (11 weaves) was used. Overshot 
with 4 harnesses was the most popular in bedspreads. There were no overlaid, checked twill, reinforced twill, 
diamond twill and satin weaves in Lithuanian territory but they were spread in fabrics weaved in Polish territory. 
Although repeats of many weaves were large, 2 - 8 harnesses were enough for weaving of these fabrics.  

4) During chronological analysis of investigated fabrics, the dependences of number of harnesses on their 
weaving period were established. With the time more complicated weaves, for which a larger amount of har-
nesses was needed were started to be used. The chronological tendencies of pattern and number of colours used 
for fabrics were not established.  

5) According to the separated samples of home textile from East Prussia region, the reconstructions of home 
textile fabrics were designed and weaved: 24 units (123.77 m), 12 units of them—with industrial weaving loom, 
12 units—with hand weaving loom.  
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